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 In preparing to search for traces of your 
ancestors in European church records you should 
have "de-anglicized" your ancestral name and 
derived possible spelling variations, which might 
appear in German records.  Also you should have 
determined an exact (or likely) parish of origin 
and eliminated (tentatively) those with the same 
spelling. 
 
 The vast microfilm collection of German 
church records available through local Family 
History Centers makes it possible for the family 
genealogist to view authentic copies of original 
sources with a minimum of professional help. 
With only limited knowledge of the German 
language and script, you can search for records 
with the correct name, date, and place, and then, 
if necessary, obtain help in interpreting the 
details of the records. 
 
 A reasonable amount of self-study will have 
built your optimism. You should not despair if, at 
first, the script does not resemble the flowing 
penmanship shown in the text books, the record 
quality seems poor, or even though name, date, 
and place were "known", the expected record can 
not be found. 
 
There are several things you can do to improve 
your chances of success in searching microfilmed 
church records: 
 
PREPARING TO ORDER YOUR MICROFILM 
1. Make sure you are obtaining the microfilm or 
microfilms for the location most likely to contain 
the sought-for record. As Mr. Barthel so aptly 
demonstrated in his lectures at our 1991 Spring 
Conference in Denver, the events of one village 
may have been recorded in the church book of 
another. The applicable provincial gazetteer (on 
LDS Reference Microfilm) will show the parish 
at which records were kept at the time the 
gazetteer was printed.  Other more detailed 
guides give the history of the parish jurisdictions 
for the earlier years. The two references below, 
for Rheinland and the Pfalz, are indexed by 
village, and give the corresponding Protestant 
parish where records were kept during various 
time eras, and list the records available in the 
archives: 

 
Verzeichnis der Kirchenbilcher der Archivstelle 
Koblenz des Archivs der Ev. Kirche im 
Rheinland, Heinz Schüler, 1971  (LDS 943.1 
A5s) 
 
Verzeichnis der protestantischen Kirchenbilcher 
der Pfalz, Wolfgang Eger, 1960 (LDS Microfilm 
No. 84516-2, Fiche 6000835) 
 
2. Obtain a large-scale map, a minimum scale 
ratio of 100,000:1 and preferably 50,000:1. Study 
the place names within a 3-4 mile radius of the 
suspected village of origin, memorize them, and 
practice writing and abbreviating them in 
German script. 
 
3. Even though you are interested in early 
records, order also a microfilm covering later 
years in the same parish. The later microfilm 
should be easier to read and will allow you to 
become familiar with surnames and place-names. 
 
WHILE WAITING FOR YOUR MICROFILM 
TO ARRIVE 
4. Brush up on your church-record vocabulary 
and script reading skill by writing out words and 
phrases in German script.  You will remember 
the details of the letters much more permanently 
if you have written instead of just studied them. 
 
5. Practice writing your surnames and place 
names in German script before you attempt to 
read the microfilm.  Remember, the scribe may 
have used capital letters for words other than 
nouns, and lower case letters to begin nouns, 
surnames, and place names. This is opposite to 
the way set forth in your modern German 
grammar book. (A more cheery thought: many 
scribes wrote dates, places names in our familiar 
Latin script---a real break, but don't count on it.) 
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SEARCHING THE MICROFILM FOR 
TRACES OF YOUR ANCESTORS 
 Occasionally researchers who have 
information on the name, date, place, and 
religious affiliation are able to turn directly to the 
page containing the sought-for record. No harm 
in trying.  More often than not, one or more of 
these four parameters are unknown, or 
inaccurate, and a more deliberate approach is 
necessary may be necessary to search a sizeable 
portion, or all, of the church book. 
 
6. Confirm from the microfilm title that the 
microfilm covers the proper time era and 
geographic locality. Scan through the microfilm 
to confirm the content, identifying the type of 
records (birth, marriage and death etc.).  
Decipher the page and date notation and make a 
brief table of contents of the microfilm. 
 
7. Start your search in the records pertaining to 
later years where the columnar format was used. 
Search backward through the reel, becoming 
familiar with the surnames and locations in those 
sections where the handwriting is more like the 
"text-book" samples. 
 
8. Review the confirmation lists and death 
records. These records are usually brief, uniform 
in format, and an expedient way of getting 
familiar with the surnames. 
 

9. Rather than attempt to unscramble each 
record completely, be content initially to 
recognize names, dates and places. Keep a simple 
index of interesting entries, so that you can return 
to them without searching endless pages. 
 
10. If possible get a photocopy of pages on which 
interesting records appear. You may find it much 
easier to decipher the text in the comfort of your 
study rather than at the FHC Branch Library.  
Also, obtaining help will be easier if you have a 
copy, which can be examined. 
 
IF YOU DON'T FIND THE SOUGHT-FOR 
RECORD 
 If you search for an unusual surname and it 
appears somewhere in the records, chances are 
fair that you have the right geographic area.  If it 
does not appear, re-evaluate your data on location 
and religious affiliation. In either case you should 
search the records for the surrounding parishes.  
Traditional sources, or the memory of the 
immigrant himself, may have confused birth, 
marriage, or baptismal places with a dwelling 
place of later years.  Further tips on conducting 
an area search and interpreting individual church 
records will appear in future articles. 


